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Costs Per Dollar's Worth of Production (Appendix Income Summary (Appendix Table 12)
Table 10).

This section concentrates on developing net
Costs per dollar value of production (sales nursery income and allocating it between the time

adjusted for changes in the value of plant inventory and effort of the owner-operator and a return on
during the year) is a direct measure of long-term the money invested in the operation. Figure 17
profitability. This is calculated by dividing the dollar shows the components of income summarized, and
costs (Appendix Table 6) by the value of own plants Table 3 arrays the data used for the figure.
sold adjusted for change in plant inventory value
(Appendix Table 1). So, a $1.00 cost per dollar
value of production represents the breakeven cost
level. Total costs per dollar value of production for Total gain refers to the total value produced by
all foliage nurseries averaged $1.10. For the largest the year's operations: the sum of plant sales, changes
and smallest nurseries, costs averaged $1.11 per in plant and supply inventory values, and
square foot (Figure 15). Thus, average total costs miscellaneous income. Increases in inventories of
for all nurseries were 10 percent above the supplies averaged $1,298 for all nurseries, $459 for
breakeven level. The deficit in costs per dollar value the largest firms, and $2,023 for the smallest
of production for the industry average does not nurseries. Miscellaneous income refers to income
actually represent a "loss" in this case, but merely a received from sources other than plant sales,
failure to meet the 12 percent return allowance for including rent, interest on accounts, delivery or
interest on capital, as will be seen in the section packaging charges, and sales of supplies. This
"Income Summary." Current operating expenses averaged $11,272 for all nurseries, $23,810 for the
(cash costs) per dollar of production were $0.92 for largest, and $159 for the smallest firms. Total gain
the average of all nurseries, $0.94 for the largest averaged $1,447,865 for all nurseries, $3,775,024 for
third, and $0.80 for the smallest third. Highest rates the largest nurseries, and $159,252 for the smallest.
of costs per dollar value of production averaged
$1.46 and lowest rates were $0.87 (Figure 15). t D a N N*v °Cost Deductions and Net Nursery Income

Cash Costs Per Dollar's Worth of Sales (Appendix Total costs except the operator's salary and
Table 11). allowance for interest on capital are deducted from

total gain to give net nursery income. Total
While profitability is indicated by costs per dollar deductions averaged $1,326,153 for all nurseries,

of sales adjusted for changes in inventory value, $3,559,338 for the largest firms, and $119,617 for the
ability to meet current liabilities depends upon costs smallest.
relative to cash received. These figures were
developed by dividing the dollar costs shown in Net nursery income is the total return for the
Table 2 by the value of own plants sold from Table year to the manager and to the capital invested in
1. All of the nursery averages covered cash costs the operation. Average net nursery income was
per dollar of sales in 1988. The average for all firms $121,712 for all nurseries, $215,686 for the largest,
was $0.93, for the largest nurseries $0.94, and for the and $39,634 for the smallest nurseries.
smallest firms $0.91 (Figure 16). Highest cost firms
averaged $1.14 per dollar of sales, and lowest cost
firms had cash costs of $0.76 per dollar of sales
(Figure 16).

In general, lower costs per dollar of sales are
desirable. Rising costs per dollar of sales are very
common during periods of rapid expansion, because
extra costs of a larger operation are incurred before
the nursery can experience accompanying extra sales.
During inflationary times, failure to get price
increases as fast as costs are going up will also cause
higher costs per dollar of sales.


